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Quantum telecloning and multiparticle entanglement
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A quantum telecloning process combining quantum teleportation and optimal quantum cloning from one
input to M outputs is presented. The scheme relies on the establishment of particular multiparticle entangled
states, which function as multiuser quantum information channels. The entanglement structure of these states
is analyzed and shown to be crucial for this type of information processing.@S1050-2947~99!07301-1#

PACS number~s!: 03.67.Hk, 89.70.1c
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum information-processing systems display m
features that are unknown in the classical world. Well-kno
examples include teleportation@1#, superdense coding@2#,
and the ability to support qualitatively different crypto
graphic and computational protocols@3,4#. Central to many
of these applications is the existence of entanglement
tween apair of distant quantum systems@5#. For instance, in
the case of teleportation, the establishment of a maxim
entangled state of two distant quantum bits~qubits! allows an
arbitrary unknown one-qubit state to be conveyed from o
distant party to another with perfect fidelity.

The consequences ofmultiparticle entanglement involv-
ing several distant parties have not yet been explored as
tensively. An early application was the use of Greenberg
Horne-Zeilinger~GHZ! states to provide inequality-free tes
of quantum mechanics versus local hidden-variable theo
@6#. More recently, multiparticle correlations have be
shown to decrease the communication complexity of cer
calculations involving two parties~i.e., to reduce the amoun
of communication needed to realize a computation involv
data from several distant parties! @7#. Recent development
also include state purification protocols for multiparticle sy
tems @8#, schemes for basic manipulation of multipartic
states via entanglement swapping@9#, and quantum secre
sharing@10#.

Another important application of multiparticle entangl
ment is in distributed quantum computing@11#, where sev-
eral distant parties~Alice, Bob, Claire, etc.! share an initial
entangled state and are asked to perform a given comp
tional task using only local operations and classical comm
nication. The problem is to find a protocol that completes
task with a given precision using the least possible resou
~in particular, the minimum amount of initial nonlocal en
tanglement, which is an ‘‘expensive’’ resource!.

In this paper we investigate the following scenario. Ali
holds an unknown one-qubit quantum stateuf& and wishes
to transmit identical copies of it toM associates~Bob, Claire,
etc.!. Of course, the quantum no-cloning theorem@12# im-
plies that these copies cannot beperfect. The best Alice can
do is to sendoptimal quantum clonesof her state~the most
faithful copies allowed by quantum mechanics@13–19#; see
also Sec. II B!, which we assume are sufficient for her pu
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poses. The computational task Alice must perform is the
fore to generateM optimal quantum clones of a one-qub
input and distribute them among distant parties.

The most straightforward protocol available to Alic
would be to generate the optimal clones locally using
appropriate quantum network@14,16# and then teleport each
one to its recipient by means of previously shared maxima
entangled pairs. This would requireM units of initial en-
tanglement~e-bits!, as well as the sending ofM independent
two-bit classical messages~one for each measurement r
sult!. It would also require Alice to run a computational
expensive local network involving several extra qubits a
two-qubit operations. In contrast, as we shall see ahead
cheaper strategies can be found@requiring only O(log2M)
e-bits#, provided Alice and her associates share particu
multiparticle entangled states. In this case, it is possible
simultaneously convey allM copies by means of asingle
measurement on Alice’s qubit. Alice only needs to public
broadcast the two bits that determine her measurement re
after which each recipient performs an appropriate local
tation conditioned on this information. This ‘‘telecloning’’ i
reminiscent of the well-known teleportation protocol of Be
nett et al. @1#. Indeed, it can be seen as the natural gener
zation of teleportation to the many-recipient case.

At this point, we should note that a similar proposal f
telecloningM52 copies has been put forth by Brußet al.
@17#. In their case, however, the procedure is not direc
scalable toM.2. Moreover, the correct clones are obtain
only after a deliberate discarding of information, by avera
ing over all the possible outcomes of a measurement. In c
trast, the scheme we present, which is strongly based on
optimal cloning transformation given in@15#, allows any
numberM of clones to be generated. The significant diffe
ence with respect to the scheme in@17# is the introduction of
an ancilla, which makes the averaging procedure unne
sary.

Our work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give
summary of relevant results concerning teleportation and
timal universal quantum cloning. In Sec. III we present o
telecloning protocol. Section IV is devoted to analyzing t
entanglement properties of the multiparticle telecloni
states. Open questions raised by our study are discusse
Sec. V. Finally, in Sec. VI we present our conclusions.
156 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Teleportation

The teleportation protocol@1# allows an unknown state
uf&X of a quantum systemX to be faithfully transmitted be-
tween two spatially separated parties~a sender, Alice, and a
receiver, Bob!. The essential steps of this procedure~say in
the simplest case whereX is a one-qubit system! are as fol-
lows. First and foremost, Alice and Bob must share a ma
mally entangled state of two qubitsS ~sender! and R ~re-
ceiver!, such asuF1&5(1/A2)(u00&SR1u11&SR). Next Alice
performs a joint measurement of the two-qubit systemX
^ S in the Bell basis:

uF6&5
1

A2
~ u00&6u11&), ~1!

uC6&5
1

A2
~ u01&6u10&). ~2!

Finally, Alice sends a two-bit message to Bob informing h
of her measurement result. Bob then rotates his qubit u
one of the unitary operators1, sz ,sx , or sy , according to
whether Alice’s result was respectivelyuF1&,uF2&,uC1&,
or uC2&. The final state of Bob’s qubit is then equal to th
original stateuf&X , regardless of the measurement res
This insensitivity to measurement results is the crucial pr
erty of the teleportation protocol and one that we shall a
require for our telecloning scheme.

B. Optimal universal quantum cloning

While teleportation aims totransmitquantum information
faithfully, optimal cloning seeks tospreadit among several
parties in the most efficient way possible. The ‘‘no-cloning
theorem @12# prevents this spreading from being perfe
nevertheless, it is still reasonable to askhow accuratelysuch
copies can be made@13#. If the quality of the copies~mea-
sured, for instance, by their fidelity with respect to the ori
nal stateuf&X) is chosen to be independent ofuf&X , then the
answer is given by the so-calledN→M universal quantum
cloning machines@15,18,19#.

These ‘‘machines’’ are unitary transformations that tra
form N input systems, identically prepared in stateuf&X ,
ontoM output systems (M>N), each of which ends up in a
mixed state described by the reduced density operator

rout5guf&X^fu1~12g!uf'&X^f'u ~3!

~where uf'&X is a state orthogonal touf&X) @15,16#. The
fidelity factor g of these imperfect copies has a definite u
per limit imposed by quantum mechanics. In the case wh
each input system consists of one qubit, this optimal valu
given by @15,18,19#

g5
M ~N11!1N

M ~N12!
. ~4!

Unitary transformations that realize this bound have a
been explicitly constructed@15#. In general, they involve the
N ‘‘original’’ qubits, M2N ‘‘blank paper’’ qubits B ~ini-
i-
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tially prepared in some fixed stateu0•••0&B), and an ancilla
systemA containing at leastM2N11 levels@15# ~also ini-
tially in some fixed stateu0•••0&A). In this paper we shall be
mainly interested in the situation where only one origin
qubit X is available, that is,N51. In this case, the cloning
transformationU1M is defined as follows: For an initial stat
uf&X5au0&X1bu1&X , we have

U1M~ uf&X^ u0•••0&Au0•••0&B)5auf0&AC1buf1&AC ,
~5!

where

uf0&AC5U1Mu0&Xu0•••0&Au0•••0&B

5 (
j 50

M21

a j uAj&A^ u$0,M2 j %,$1,j %&C , ~6!

uf1&AC5U1Mu1&Xu0•••0&Au0•••0&B

5 (
j 50

M21

a j uAM212 j&A^ u$0,j %,$1,M2 j %&C , ~7!

a j5A 2~M2 j !

M ~M11!
, ~8!

andC denotes theM qubits holding the copies~originally the
X and B qubits!. Here uAj&A are M orthogonal normalized
states of the ancilla andu$0,M2 j %,$1,j %& denotes the sym-
metric and normalized state ofM qubits whereM2 j of them
are in stateu0& and j are in the orthogonal stateu1&. For
example, forM53 and j 51,

u$0,2%,$1,1%&5
1

A3
~ u001&1u010&1u100&). ~9!

We note that, even though the minimum number of a
cilla qubits required to support theM levels uAj&A is of the
order of log2M, these can be more conveniently represen
as the symmetrized states ofM21 qubits@15#:

uAj&A[u$0,M212 j %,$1,j %&A . ~10!

In this form, states uf0& and uf1& above become
(2M21)-qubit states, obeying the simple symmetries

sz^ •••^ szuf0&5uf0&, ~11!

sz^ •••^ szuf1&52uf1&, ~12!

sx^ •••^ sxuf0~1!&5uf1~0!&. ~13!

In other words, the statesuf i& transform under simultaneou
action of the Pauli operators on all 2M21 qubits just as a
single qubit transforms under the corresponding single P
operator. We also note that these operations are strictly lo
that is, factorized into a product of independent rotations
each qubit. As we will see in the next section, these lo
symmetries play a crucial role, allowing cloning to be re
ized remotely via multiparticle entanglement.
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III. QUANTUM TELECLONING

In this section we present a telecloning scheme that c
bines cloning and teleportation. This is accomplished as
lows. Alice holds an~unknown! one-qubit stateuf&X that she
wishes to teleclone to M associates Bob, Claire, etc.
assume that they all share a multiparticle entangled s
ucTC& as a starting resource. This state must be chose
that, after Alice performs a local measurement and infor
the other parties of its result, the latter can each obtain
optimal copy given by Eq.~3! using only local rotations.

A choice of ucTC& with these properties is the 2M -qubit
state

ucTC&5~ u0&P^ uf0&AC1u1&P^ uf1&AC)/A2, ~14!

whereuf0&AC and uf1&AC are the optimal cloning states ob
tained in@15# and given by Eqs.~6! and~7!. HereC denotes
theM qubits that shall hold the copies, each of which is h
by one of Alice’s associates. For convenience, we shall r
to them collectively as the ‘‘receivers’’~though it should be
kept in mind that they may all be far away from each othe!.
P represents a single qubit held by Alice, which we sh
refer to as the ‘‘port’’ qubit. Finally, A denotes an
(M21)-qubit ancilla, which for convenience we will als
assume to be on Alice’s side~even though, once again, eac
qubit may in reality be at a different location!.

The tensor product ofucTC& with the unknown state
uf&X5au0&X1bu1&X held by Alice is a (2M11)-qubit state.
Rewriting it in a form that singles out the Bell basis of qub
X andP, we get

uc&XPAC5uF1&XP~auf0&AC1buf1&AC)/2

1uF2&XP~auf0&AC2buf1&AC)/2

1uC1&XP~buf0&AC1auf1&AC)/2

1uC2&XP~buf0&AC2auf1&AC)/2. ~15!

The telecloning ofuf&X can now be accomplished by th
following simple procedure.

~i! Alice performs a Bell measurement of qubitsX andP,
obtaining one of the four resultsuC6&XP ,uF6&XP . If the
result isuF1&XP , then subsystemAC is projected precisely
into the optimal cloning state given in Eq.~5!. In this case,
our task is accomplished.

~ii ! In case one of the other Bell states is obtained, we
still recover the correct state ofAC by exploiting the sym-
metries of statesuf0&AC and uf1&AC under the Pauli matrix
operations@Eqs. ~11!–~13!#. Specifically, if uF2&XP is ob-
tained, we must performsz on each of the 2M21 qubits in
AC; similarly, if uC1&XP or uC2&XP is obtained, they mus
all be rotated bysx andsxsz5 isy , respectively. This pro-
cedure is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case ofM52 copies.

We stress that, apart from Alice’s Bell measurement, o
local one-qubit operations are required in this teleclon
procedure. In this way, all of the qubits except the inpuX
and the portP can be spatially separated from each other
is also worthwhile to add that rotating the ancilla qubits
step ~ii ! above is not strictly necessary. The correct co
states of each output@given by Eq.~3!# are obtained at the
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output regardless of these operations since local rotation
one qubit cannot affect another qubit’s reduced density
erator.

We thus see that, given the telecloning state in Eq.~14!
and using only local operations and classical communicat
we are able to optimally transfer information from one
several qubits. In the following section we study in detail t
entanglement properties of this state that allow this to h
pen.

IV. THE ENTANGLEMENT STRUCTURE
OF THE TELECLONING STATE

The procedure we have described in the preceding sec
performs the same task as a unitary 1→M cloning machine,
but uses only local operations and classical communicat
In the former case, information about the input state is c
veyed to the output copies by means of global entang
operations~this is explicitly shown in the cloning network o
Ref. @14#!. In telecloning, the same transfer is realiz
through the multiparticle entanglement of the state in E
~14!. In this section we investigate the structure of this e
tanglement. It is important to remark that at present ther
no known way of uniquely quantifying the entanglement o
general multiparticle state@20#. For the purpose of under
standing the flow of information in the telecloning proc
dure, we find it convenient to perform this analysis from tw
points of view, which we refer to as the ‘‘total’’ and ‘‘two-
qubit’’ pictures. The first of these involves all 2M particles
~hence total! and refers to the entanglement between theM
qubits on Alice’s side~the port and ancilla! and theM on the
receivers’ side~the outputs!; the second considers the e
tanglement of a single pair of qubits after tracing over
other qubits.

Let us first consider the total picture. We begin by rewr
ing the telecloning state so that the qubits on Alice’s and
receivers’ sides are explicitly separated

ucTC&5
1

AM11
(
j 50

M

u$0,M2 j %,$1,j %&PA

^ u$0,M2 j %,$1,j %&C . ~16!

FIG. 1. Quantum telecloningM52 copies of an unknown one
qubit state. Alice and her associates Bob and Claire~the ‘‘receiv-
ers’’! initially share a multiparticle entangled state@Eq. ~14!# con-
sisting of the qubitsP ~the ‘‘port’’ !, A0 ~the ancilla!, andC1 andC2

~outputs, or ‘‘copy’’ qubits!. The solid lines indicate the existenc
of entanglement between pairs of qubits when the remaining o
are traced out. Alice performs a Bell measurement of the port al
with the input qubitX; subsequently, the receivers perform appr
priate rotations on the output qubits, obtaining two optimal quant
clones. Since these rotations are independent, each clone can b
different location.
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This form highlights the high degree of symmetry of t
telecloning state: It is completely symmetric under the p
mutation of any two particles on the same side and a
under the exchange of both sides. This implies that, in f
any of the 2M qubits can be used as the telecloning po
with the clones being created on the opposite side. Ano
implication is that, instead of using all 2M levels of theM
qubits on each side, we only need to take into account t
M11 symmetric states. These can be associated with
states of an (M11)-level particle by the relabeling

u j &[u$0,M2 j %,$1,j %&. ~17!

@We note that this property arises from the choice of sy
metric ancilla states in Eq.~10!.# Noting the exchange sym
metry of both sides of Eq.~16!, this state can then be con
veniently rewritten as themaximally entangledstate of two
(M11)-level particles@21#

ucTC&5
1

AM11
(
j 50

M

u j &PA^ u j &C . ~18!

The corresponding amount of entanglement, given by
von Neumann entropy of each side’s reduced density op
tor, is «(ucTC&)5 log2(M11).

We now show that this is in fact theminimumamount
necessary for any telecloning scheme based on the clo
transformation defined by Eq.~5!. To see this, suppose tha
the input qubitX is already maximally entangled with an
other qubitD

uf in&5
1

A2
~ u0&Du0&X1u1&Du1&X). ~19!

Then the linearity of transformation~5! implies that the out-
put of the cloning procedure must be

ufout&5
1

A2
~ u0&Duf0&AC1u1&Duf1&AC), ~20!

which is precisely our telecloning stateucTC&. Therefore, a
telecloning scheme whereAD andC are spatially separate
allows the creation of at least log2(M11) e-bits, between two
distant parties. We know, however, that entanglement can
be increased only by local operations and classical com
nication @20#. We must conclude then that any telecloni
scheme based on Eq.~5! requires at least log2(M11) e-bits
between these parties as an initial resource. The schem
have described above is therefore optimal in this sense.

In contrast, if Alice used a local unitary network to obta
M clones and then teleported each one separately to its
cipient, the amount of entanglement required would beM
e-bits. Thus telecloning realizes the same task with a m
more efficient use of entanglement. Of course, in the c
where only one ‘‘clone’’ is produced (M51), the teleclon-
ing state is just a maximally entangled state of two two-le
systems~in other words, a Bell state!. In this case, our
scheme reduces to the usual teleportation protocol.

While entanglement between the two sides gives a m
sure of the resources necessary to accomplish teleclon
the ‘‘two-qubit’’ entanglement between an arbitrary pair
-
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particles helps track how information from Alice’s unknow
state is conveyed to the clones. To see this, we first calcu
the reduced density matrix of each pair of qubits. Due to
symmetries of the telecloning state, there are only two d
ferent classes of pairs: those where both qubits are on o
site sides~Alice’s and the receivers’! and those where they
are on the same side.

In the first case, the reduced joint density matrix of t
two qubits in the$u00&,u01&,u10&,u11&% basis is

rPC5
1

6MS 2M11 0 0 M12

0 M21 0 0

0 0 M21 0

M12 0 0 2M11

D . ~21!

The Peres-Horodecki theorem@22,23# provides us with a
simple algorithm for determining whether or not a gene
two-qubit state is entangled. All that is necessary is to c
culate the eigenvalues of the partial transpose of the sta
density matrix. According to the theorem, a two-qubit state
entangled if and only if at least one of these eigenvalue
negative. The partial transpose of Eq.~21! is

rPC
T2 5

1

6MS 2M11 0 0 0

0 M21 M12 0

0 M12 M21 0

0 0 0 2M11

D . ~22!

The smallest eigenvalue of this matrix is21/2M , so that
staterPC is always entangled for allM. Thus, any pair of
qubits on opposite sides of the telecloning state~in particu-
lar, the ones used as port and outputs! will be entangled and
by the same amount. On the other hand, the reduced de
matrix for two qubits that are both on the same side is

rPA5
1

6S 2 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

0 1 1 0

0 0 0 2

D . ~23!

This reduced density matrix is independent ofM and the
minimum eigenvalue of its partial transpose is 1/6. Thus a
two qubits on the same side of the telecloning state are
entangled. However, their von Neumann mutual informat

I vN52ln21
1

3
ln

1

54
50.0817 ~24!

is nonzero, which indicates that the copies on the receiv
side are still classically correlated, although these corre
tions are weak.

The particular structure of the telecloning state can
justified qualitatively in the following way. First of all, we
certainly expect Alice’s port qubit to be entangled with t
outputs since without entanglement quantum informat
cannot be sent using only a classical channel. In addit
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since all clones should be equal, the state should be sym
ric under permutations of the output qubits; in particul
they should all be equally entangled with the port. Furth
more, in order to optimize the transfer of information t
entanglement of the receiving and transmitting sides sho
be as large as possible. Since the clones are symmetr
and therefore occupy onlyM11 levels of their Hilbert
space, the Schmidt decomposition then implies that the t
‘‘two-side’’ entanglement should be precisely that of tw
maximally entangled (M11)-level particles. Finally, since
the ancilla states on Alice’s side may be freely chosen~as
long as they are orthogonal!, it is natural to assume them t
be symmetrized, so that both sides are invariant under
mutation.

The calculations above also allow us to view the telecl
ing state as a ‘‘network’’ of entangled qubits, each of whi
is only connected to theM qubits on the opposite side~so the
total number of ‘‘links’’ is M2; see Fig. 2!. Essentially, we
may think of these two-qubit connections as ‘‘communic
tion channels’’ through which quantum information ma
travel ~in the same sense that Bennettet al. referred to the
Bell state in the original teleportation scheme as
‘‘Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen~EPR! channel’’ @1#!. In this
sense, the multiparticle entanglement structure functions
multiuser channel, allowing quantum information from Al-
ice’s input state to be conveyed to all the output clones. T
is emphasized by the fact that any qubit in the network
be used as a port for the transmission.

V. OPEN QUESTIONS

Our work leaves a number of open questions, which
now briefly discuss. First of all, what is the most efficie
way of generating the telecloning state? In particular,
would like to find a way for Alice and other users to crea
this state just by starting with log(M11) singlets and oper
ating only locally with the aid of classical communication.

FIG. 2. The telecloning state forM53, consisting of one port
qubit (P), two ancilla qubits (A1 andA2), and three output qubits
(C123). Solid lines indicate the existence of two-qubit entang
ment. Due to the symmetries of the state, the roles of the port
ancilla qubits may be interchanged, as well as those of the tr
mitting and receiving sides.
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Alice prepares the state locally and then distributes the p
ticles to other users, these will in general travel through
noisy channel. Then it would be important to find a purific
tion scheme to distill a ‘‘good’’ telecloning state. The seco
open question is whether our telecloning protocol is the m
efficient one or if there exists a way to use even less
tanglement. This might be possible if there exists a clon
transformation that produces the same reduced density
trix for the copies as in Eqs.~3! and ~4! but with less en-
tanglement between them and the ancilla. It is very import
to try to save on entanglement as much as we can bec
this is the resource that is hardest to manipulate and main
in practice. A further task would be to generalize our sche
to telecloning ofN to M particles. Yet another generalizatio
would be the telecloning ofd-dimensional registers@19#.

VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a telecloning scheme that genera
teleportation by combining it with optimal quantum clonin
This allows the optimal broadcasting of quantum informati
from one sender~Alice! to M spatially separated recipients
requiring only a single measurement by Alice followed
classical communication and local one-qubit rotations. O
scheme works by exploiting the multiparticle entanglem
structure of particular joint states of 2M particles. This struc-
ture can be seen as a multiuser network connecting e
qubit on Alice’s side to each on the receivers’ side in suc
way that any node can be used to broadcast quantum in
mation to all those on the opposing side. The resulting s
requires only log2(M11) e-bits of entanglement between th
two sides, representing a much more efficient use of
tanglement than the more straightforward approach wh
Alice first clones her particleM times and then usesM sin-
glets to transmit these states to the different receivers.

In closing, we note that our scheme can also be applie
the realization of a ‘‘quantum secret sharing’’ protocol
introduced recently in@10#. This refers to the situation wher
Alice wishes to teleport a one-qubit state in such a way t
it can only be reconstructed at the receiving end of the te
portation channel if two or more separate parties agree
collaborate. In our case, this is accomplished by leaving b
the ancilla and output qubits on the receivers’ side. Th
Alice’s original state may be reconstructed if and only if a
the output clones and ancilla qubits are brought togethe
the same location and acted upon by the inverse of the c
ing transformationU1M given in Eq.~5!.
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